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Motivation

Method: ATOM (ATomic mOtion Modeling)
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Ø Conditional Transformer VAE
Ø Align the motion representation with the 

conditional language input
Ø Atomic action codebook
Ø Decompose complex action into a set of 

specific, repetitive, and atomic elements
Ø A diversity constraint ensures that the 

learned atomic actions are diverse and 
unique

Ø A sparsity constraint promotes the use of 
a sparse set of atomic actions to represent 
complex motions, enhancing the atomicity 
and robustness

Ø Masked Motion Modeling Curriculum 
Learning
Ø Temporally mask a random portion of the input motion sequence to learn robust, context-aware motion representations
Ø Progressively increasing the mask ratio to enables a more effective and stable learning

Ø Problem: discontinuities and unrealistic  motion 
transitions from existing methods
Ø For rare or unseen actions, this problem leads to 

abrupt transitions and incoherent movement patterns

a person walks forward and turns left

Previous method Ours

Ø Solution: decompose actions into atomic components, 
enabling the generation of diverse and coherent motion 
by assembling the learned atomic actions

a person is walking
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Ø Quantitative comparison
Ø Strong FID, diversity, and multimodality
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Ø Qualitative results
Ø Our ATOM mainly learns two types of atomic actions
Ø Whole body translation
Ø Body part movement

Ø More smooth motion transition 

a person turns around

a person runs

a person waves his hand

a person sits down
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a person sits down and then runs forward

CVAE Baseline Ours

a person walks towards a chair and sits down


